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Lindapter® solves steel connection problems with no drilling or welding. 
 
When it comes to fabricating steel-to-steel connections, welding is often the default option. But in many 
applications, the use of fasteners can provide a faster, more cost-effective alternative that eliminates 
the time and cost of drilling or welding.  
 
Lindapter® steel connecting solutions can be installed with standard hand tools, dramatically reducing 
the time required for installation, and greatly simplifying the inspection process. Other benefits of these 
clamping solutions include reduced labor costs, and on-site adjustability, with no potential damage to 
steel sections. 
 
Certified Steel Connections 
 
All-Pro Fasteners of Arlington, Texas, offers a complete lineup of Lindapter® solutions to serve 
customers in the construction, infrastructure, energy, rail, and telecom industries. “Lindapter pioneered 
steel-to-steel clamping systems, and today it offers products that are approved for structural 
connections in all seismic categories,” according to Todd Grzych of All-Pro Fasteners. “Lindapter steel 
connection solutions provide our customers with tremendous time savings and reduced labor costs.” 
 
Lindapter’s product line includes girder clamps, rail connections, and lifting points, as well as Hollo-Bolt® 
expansion bolts. Steel floor connections allow steel flooring to be connected quickly and safely from 
above. Pipe/conduit supports provide easy-to-install solutions for suspending water, gas, electric, and 
air services from structural or secondary beams, allowing pipework and other equipment to be quickly 
positioned. 
 
“We are proud of our longstanding relationship with Lindapter, which for more than 85 years has grown 
in reputation from a family business to a global brand,” adds All-Pro’s Grzych. All-Pro Fasteners has 
Lindapter specialists on staff who are always on hand to answer questions and discuss any steel-to-steel 
connecting application.  
 
All-Pro has a whitepaper on the topic of Fastening vs. Welding: Fabricating Better Joints, available at 
www.apf.com.  
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